
The new system will replace the weak additions for a safe space, accessible to all 
residents to meet each other and change their lonely life.
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A. Side wall types│Door

B. Front wall types

C. Options│Depending on locals’ needs  
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Presented analysis show volume, space and lighting changes happened over the years.

Commercial area
Store 
Rest area

Residential area
Living & Social
Activity area

Just pay for the decks

pay for the decks
get rent
then build the unit 
when they want

Residents can choose any kind 
of wall they want

Buy the wall than the unit.

Buy and build by 
themself
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Bedroom│Storage Rest area│Bench Office│Studio Shop│Food stand Tea house│Chinese Chess

Residents can 
choose any kind 
of wall they want

Rotate the wall

Rotate the 
sliding door For the signage

The size of the table 
is appropriate to 
play Chinese Chess
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Circulation

Activity area For the unit

For the entry

Door
Framework

The wall with
sliding door

The wall Residents have 
different choice
of the wall

The wall designed 
to have sunlight

1. Wall 2. Normal door 3. Sliding door

1. Wall 2. Wall with window 3. Wall & Bed│Seat 4. Wall & Desk│Stand

The night market stands usurps 
place of the only trees on the site. 

Streets became so narrow that 
scooters, cars and people are 
struggling everyday for space.

The inner court- the only access to the main vertical 
cores and passages that lead into the court became a 
minimal place where it is hard to orientate and walk.

Some of the additions have just a 
poor wooden structure that makes 
them unstable. Earthquakes and 
typhoons are common in Taiwan.

NARROW STREETS LACK OF GREEN SPACE “LABYRINTH” WEAK STRUCTURE
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Taipei’s urban environment is known for its big diversity. There are a lot of illegal 
extensions built on the roofs or “glued on” the facades of the existing buildings. 
The site that we have selected is one of the communities that government built to 
resettle squatter residents in 1960’s. Nan Chi Chang community is today 
described as being in the worst condition of all the resettled communities. After 
processing several analysis we found out that the main problem that creates its  
decay is its neglected public space. Most of  the residents are elderly or 
unemployed people that live lonely life. In our design we wanted to preserve the 
typical diversity of facades and create a new safe social place that can improve 
the relationships between neighbours and hopefully invite new families to live 
there.The restart of the community should start from the relations between its 
residents. 

Urban growth pattern │Taipei city 
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“Squatters” as a result of 
the two waves of 
immigration in 1960s. 

The strategy that government adopted 
to resettle squatter residents
during 1962-1975.

“Resettled Tenement Residences”

The Residences built at that time at the edge of the city appeared 
nowadays in the lucrative location of the center. 

The Residences of Nan Chi Chang replaced  one of 
the poorest squatter community. 

“Urban Tumor”

Urban income pattern 1963│Taipei city 
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In 1949 -  after the civil war 2 million refugees 
from the Nationalist government, military and 
business community escaped from China to 
Taiwan. The country and especially the Taipei 
City had to face 2 million of new inhabitants  
that appeared almost “overnight”.
 

After the WW II, during 1950s - 1960s, 
due to economic reasons, a large 
amount of people moved from other 
places to Taipei.

Change of the ownership

-Phase 1│The framework

-Phase 2│Platforms

-Phase 3│Residents’ choices = Needs

2. Store│Food stand

3. Children’s playground

4. Existing store│1st floor

5. Bench

6. Tea house│Chinese chess

7. Terrace│Rest area for restaurant

8. Balcony

9. Garden

10. Main circulation

TAIWAN

Due to no restrictions and no 
maintanence all the communities’ 
condition began to get worse and worse 
just after a decade after its completion.

Squatter residents 
resettled by the government

Families start to move out Place for elderly and poor people

After 1988 the governement transfered 
the ownership of the land to the residents.

The bad condition of these residences 
started to be discussed in media. 
Public is calling for its regeneration.

Nan Chi Chang Community has been identified as being a community with the worst 
conditions for living in Taipei and nicknamed “Urban Tumour”.   

1. Units│Private use

Typical Social Conditions Proposal│Vertical social space

There is no green place nearby where 
neighbours could meet. 

The inner courtyard is not  designed to 
become a proper meeting place for residents.

The vertical public space at facade in 
combination with private functions could 
become an ideal place for neighbours to meet.

Residents can choose from various private or public functions and create a 
flexible space to meet their needs.

Construction is devided into 3 phases. Everything is designed to minimize 
the costs and to emphasis the recovery of the investment.

Proposed vertical public space does not block sunlight 
coming to the private part and creates a flexible and 
active atmosphere between the facade and the street.

-All loads will be transmited
by external steel frame

-The floorslabs are made
of 1m wide parts - to be easily
transported

-The space is devided 
for circulation and other 
activities

-The front wall consists of
3 parts 1m wide.

-Between all units there will
 be partition side walls. 

Variable foldable wall types can be purchased by the 
residents in shop and easily transported  to the site and 
installed on the platforms. If the needs change each wall type 
can be also easily changed for another one.

Vertical public space
The new system is devided into circulation part and a part for private or public use. Thanks to the flexible wall 
system the closed private unit can be also opened to public when needed. This system should encourage 
residents to be able to start also their own business - open a tea house, public laundry or just sell their hand made 
products there.

Shop owners can rent first floor’s platforms to enlarge their 
business space- for example for restaurant seating area. 
Residents can also make their investment into the slabs 
refundable by starting a shop stand or public laundry.

The steel framework is the only part that requires crane 
technology.

Analysis showed that the general problem of the community is the unappropriate public space that does not 
invite people to spend time in and have social life with their neighbours. And the second big issue is the unsafe 
weak structure of the illegal additions.

Our design solves the issues shown in the problem analysis and create a 
new safe system to meet residents’ social and private needs.

Public│Gound Floor Private│2nd -5th Floor

Illegal Addition

Elementary
School

Elementary
School

Stores│Commercial

Night market Interior Units

Illegal Addition

Originally quite porous ground level is 
nowadays a complicated system.

The living units vary in its size depending 
on the type of the building.

-1964

-1974│Illegal extensions

-Now│Typical Condition
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Lack of sunlight

The street profiles were designed to be 
10,4 m wide.

The illegal occupation of the roofed 
pavement space caused narrow streets.

Today people are struggling with cars, 
scooters and bicycles for the space.
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